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ABSTRACT
A new family of chip-level multiprocessor architectures called Bright Core Multicore Processor (BCMP) is presented, in which individual cores can operate either in normal mode at nominal operating clock frequency or in burst mode (at frequencies in the range of 15 GHz or more). BCMP architectures represent a class of temporally overprovisioned computing systems that allow trade-offs between latency, ease of programming, and scalability of parallel programs with reliability and power consumption by taking advantage of emerging packaging and cooling technologies in the extreme nanoscale CMOS regime. Results from a preliminary analysis of BCMP are presented to demonstrate the opportunities and challenges with burst-mode processing.

1 Introduction
We have now reached an interesting junction in terms of technology scaling wherein using normal voltages (in the range of 1V to 1.2V) the logic circuits in processors will work correctly at a significantly higher clock frequency than what is permitted by the power dissipation budget. In fact, our preliminary simulations indicate that in today's soon-to-be mainstream 16nm technology, a processor with reduced-size functional units can run correctly at 15 GHz, which is roughly 5 times the nominal frequency of operation of processors today. Obviously, for thermal reasons a processing core cannot be run continuously at 15 GHz, but it can be run at this higher frequency for a short interval (a burst) of time. In this work we are interested in the exploring the limits and trade-offs of burst-mode processing.

A rudimentary form of burst mode operation is used in the Intel Turbo Boost 2.0 technology [11], where (when in Boost mode) the clock frequency is raised about 25% to 30% higher than the nominal mode. This mode is managed carefully by an internal PCU (package control unit), to make sure the overall reliability of the chip is not compromised. Access to the mode is also largely hidden from the programmer and applications.

Specifically, we propose a new architecture called a BCMP (Bright Core Multi/Manycore Processor). The main feature of a BCMP is that one or more cores can temporarily operate at a significantly higher clock frequency (called $F_{\text{high}}$) than the nominal clock frequency ($F_{\text{nom}}$) of the core - we call this higher frequency mode bright mode¹. We define a Thermal Duty Cycle (or TDC) to be the fraction of time a core can be in bright/burst mode before the junction temperatures of the transistors exceed a critical temperature limit. Note that the TDC of a core is not fixed - it depends on the mode the core has been running in, how long it has been running in that mode, and what is/was running on others cores (since cores are thermally coupled). Furthermore, a BCMP can be implemented in many ways. It could be a single die with every core capable of operating in both bright and regular mode, or it could be accomplished by using special cores on separate dies which are more resilient to thermal shocks mounted on an interposer using 2.5D integration. By using 2.5D packaging, it is also possible to physically distribute dies so that some of the thermal issues can be alleviated, therefore in general 2.5D packaging will provide us a better TDC (as shown in Figure 1). We expect different configurations to have different TDCs, so BCMPs offer a very rich and complex design space to investigate.

¹We use the words “bright” and “burst” interchangeably in this paper.

Design Power (TDP), which is an artificial package driven constraint, and focus on a reliability constraint that is based on the underlying technology and Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), and (c) We want to expose the burst-mode capability to the programmer, so that applications can take advantage of it.

Specifically, we propose a new architecture called a BCMP (Bright Core Multi/Manycore Processor). The main feature of a BCMP is that one or more cores can temporarily operate at a significantly higher clock frequency (called $F_{\text{high}}$) than the nominal clock frequency ($F_{\text{nom}}$) of the core - we call this higher frequency mode bright mode¹. We define a Thermal Duty Cycle (or TDC) to be the fraction of time a core can be in bright/burst mode before the junction temperatures of the transistors exceed a critical temperature limit. Note that the TDC of a core is not fixed - it depends on the mode the core has been running in, how long it has been running in that mode, and what is/was running on others cores (since cores are thermally coupled). Furthermore, a BCMP can be implemented in many ways. It could be a single die with every core capable of operating in both bright and regular mode, or it could be accomplished by using special cores on separate dies which are more resilient to thermal shocks mounted on an interposer using 2.5D integration. By using 2.5D packaging, it is also possible to physically distribute dies so that some of the thermal issues can be alleviated, therefore in general 2.5D packaging will provide us a better TDC (as shown in Figure 1). We expect different configurations to have different TDCs, so BCMPs offer a very rich and complex design space to investigate.

Figure 1: BCMP Architecture Design Space
Note that a BCMP is not a single design point, but rather a family of architectures (or a design space) with different
trade-offs, as shown in Figure 1. The figure assumes the use of a 32nm bulk CMOS technology, where the FO4 gate delay at 1.2V is approximately 7 ps (according to ITRS 2011 projections for high-speed logic), which represents a theoretical maximum frequency \(F_{\text{FO4}}\) of 140 GHz. High performance modern processors, for example, IBM Power 6, is implemented in a 13 FO4 design with 14-stage integer pipelines [18]. Assuming a pipeline stage delay of 13 FO4 gates, the maximum frequency at which a processor can be clocked in 32nm technology is around 11 GHz. For newer technology node the maximum frequency can be even higher. For simplicity, we assume TDC is a linear function of the operating frequency. Note that not all architectures in the junction temperature constrained region (to the right of the black dotted line) are legal- only those architectures that do not allow the junction temperatures to exceed the critical threshold \(T_{\text{crit}}\) that is dictated by a reliability constraint.

2 Challenges and Applications

One of the biggest challenges has to do with handling thermal issues - dynamic power consumption increases linearly with frequency, which results in higher on-die temperatures, which in turn (exponentially) increases the static leakage power. How does one prevent burst-mode processing from leading to a thermal runaway? And how damaging is thermal cycling, and what can be done to ameliorate the problem? We have reached a point where we cannot use all the transistors that we can pack on a practical sized die simultaneously, because the heat generated by the transistors cannot be dissipated without using expensive/complex packaging techniques. However, if burst-mode operation does accelerate the aging of the cores, it may be that extra cores can be used to spread the aging, as is done in solid-state non-volatile phase change and/or flash memories.

There are also questions regarding which applications will be able to use burst-mode, how much it can be used, and how significant the resultant performance improvements will be. We believe there are a number of areas where the benefits of burst-mode processing will be apparent - for example, there are some tasks that are inherently sequential in nature. Even in the part of the program that can be parallelized there may be shared data structures that require mutually exclusive access. This constraint results in the serialization of the threads, and can seriously impact the performance and scalability of parallel programs as the number of cores on a chip increases. In the widely used MySQL database, for example, there is a shared data structure open_cache which tracks all tables opened by all transactions. This is protected by a global cache mutex LOCK_open. On average, the critical section which accesses the data structure constitutes 670 instructions out of the 40K instructions needed for the complete transaction. The contention for this critical section is quite high, and on average 5 threads are waiting to access it when run with 32 threads [19]. The contention increases exponentially as the number of threads increases, causing a severe bottleneck [20] which is unacceptable for interactive applications like Facebook. Table 2 is reproduced from [19] and shows the nature and distribution of critical sections over the set of benchmarks they chose to examine. Clearly there appears to be opportunities for improvement if one can execute these critical sections in less time, and this data is particularly promising for our burst-mode process-
- $F_{\text{nom}}$, the nominal (sustainable) clock frequency at the technology node, and $F_{\text{high}}$, which is typically several times higher than the nominal frequency. The choice of $F_{\text{high}}$ depends on many factors - the technology, the FO4 gate delay (which in turn depends on whether the actual device is based on bulk CMOS, or SOI, or multigate FETs), the associated Vdd, etc. The value of $F_{\text{high}}$ directly impacts the dynamic power consumption, which becomes even more critical if Vdd has to be raised to support the chosen $F_{\text{high}}$ value. At higher frequencies the clock network design also becomes complicated and could consume a large fraction of the core power, though that would depend on the size of the core. The design of the memory hierarchy is also a factor, since misses become relatively more expensive when operating at $F_{\text{high}}$. However, a lower value of $F_{\text{high}}$ may not result in a sufficient overall improvement in performance.

In order to run a processor at $F_{\text{high}}$, we are not going to redesign the execution pipeline, since some modern processors like IBM Power 6 have already been designed in a way that each pipeline stage only has a dozen of FO4 delays. Thanks to the latest process technologies, modern processors can potentially run at a very high frequency if there is no thermal issue. However, there still exist some array-like structures (caches, ROB, etc) that must be resized such that a processor can run at $F_{\text{high}}$ without any timing issues. In other words, during the bright mode operation, the pipeline depth does not increase; instead, some functional units are dynamically shrunk to satisfy the timing requirements at $F_{\text{high}}$.

The Thermal Duty Cycle (TDC) is the fraction of time that a given core can operate at $F_{\text{high}}$ (i.e. in burst mode) without exceeding the critical junction temperatures of the core. It depends on many factors: the physical location of the core, the average power consumption, the nature of the program, the layout of the processor, the execution history, etc. For example, if the core has operated in high frequency mode recently it is likely to have a lower TDC than if it has been idle for a while (since it may still have a slightly elevated temperature.) When we wish to run in burst mode the TDC needs to be large enough to allow the core to execute a useful number of instructions, so calculating the optimal TDC is an interesting optimization problem.

There are many control decisions that must be made regarding when and how long to run in burst mode. When should a core be switched to burst-mode? How long should it stay in that mode? If there are several cores ready to switch, how does one decide which one should run in burst mode? Can/should more than one be in burst mode at a time? For instance, memory intensive applications are not suitable to operate in bright mode; if the controller detects a memory intensive application, it should not boost the clock frequency. The control strategy is responsible for making these decisions, and there are many possible strategies that could be used. As an example, if we assume each core i has access to its current TDC_i(t), the number of instructions being retired ($IR_i(t)$) and the L1 cache miss-rate ($MR_i(t)$), then a simple distributed control strategy would be to switch a core to burst-mode and keep it in burst mode as long as ($TDC_i(t) > \theta_1$) ∧ ($IR_i(t) < \theta_2$) ∧ ($MR_i(t) < \theta_3$), where $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$ are threshold parameters either dynamically computed or predefined by the runtime system for a given BCMP implementation. Furthermore, since accelerating serial sections is a major application of BCMP, it would be interesting to study memory behaviors of typical serial sections and identify if they are truly memory-bound.

To maximize performance improvements, programmers’ inputs are rather important, since in most cases they know which part of a program can be potentially sped up much better than hardware, and the available thermal capacitance is precious in the BCMP architecture. The BCMP controller exposes a few management APIs to operating systems so that a specific amount of bright-mode time and $F_{\text{high}}$ can be reserved and requested (in a best effort basis) from an user-mode application. By carefully scheduling bright mode processing time explicitly in a program, more performance gain could be achieved than previous burst mode processing approaches (e.g., Turbo Boosting).

## 4 Preliminary Analysis of BCMP

We performed preliminary simulations and analysis to study the potential and feasibility of BCMP architectures. In this analysis we were focused on answering three questions:

1. What modules need to be modified in order to allow the operation at $F_{\text{high}}$?
2. How large is the TDC for a 16nm processor?
3. Will there be thermal runway, and/or are current densities in burst-mode within reasonable limits?

### 4.1 Experimental Setup And Methodology

We performed a set of preliminary experiments and analyses to study the potential feasibility of BCMP architectures at the 16nm technology nodes. In our experiments we used McPAT v1.0 [8] for timing and power estimation. The technology parameters in McPAT were updated with ITRS 16nm DG (Dual Gate) data generated by MASTAR (The Model for Assessment of CMOS Technologies And Roadmaps) version 5.0.51 [17]. Given a processor configuration, McPAT generates area, dynamic power numbers and leakage power numbers at a given temperature and reports timing violations, if any. Although McPAT is not a transistor level simulator, it does model major components of a processor with adequate gate level details, giving fairly reasonable estimates of area, timing and power within a short time. McPAT can establish a proof of concept that a core can be clocked at a chosen frequency, and, if not, it can identify the components in the critical path that need to be redesigned. We also used a modified version of HotSpot v.5.02 [4,5] to model temperature-dependent static leakage power in a closed loop manner, and validated the results against publicly available data on the modeled processors.

Our experiments were performed by first generating a floorplan for a quad-core Nehalem-like processor, based on published designs from the literature. To operate the core at 15GHz, we reduced L1 caches, branch target buffer size and number of ROB entries of a typical Nehalem processor. The values of the various processor parameters for normal and burst (bright) modes are listed in Table 1. The lowest voltage to operate at 15GHz without any timing violations reported by McPAT is 1.25V. We also performed simulations using 1.5V Vdd as a worst-case scenario. Initial simulations showed that the MASTAR model for Dual-Gate/Multi-Gate transistors overestimates leakage power (especially for temperatures higher than 370 K), since it predicts thermal runaway for 4 GHz air-cooled operation. We scaled the leakage power computed by McPAT so that our quad-core processor could run without thermal runaway at 4 GHz, consistent
with physical experiments\(^2\).

In order to estimate the TDC, we first generate peak power numbers using both normal and bright mode processor models. The processor is started with the normal mode steady state temperature as its initial temperature. We then feed the bright mode power numbers into the HotSpot thermal simulator, and monitor the output temperature trace of HotSpot. HotSpot gives average temperatures for each functional unit, and we use the maximum one to determine if we are still able to operate in bright mode or not. When the maximum temperature climbs above a certain value (100 °C in our experiment), we switch and feed the normal mode power numbers into the simulator, and the temperature decreases as a result. After the maximum temperature falls to a certain point (75 °C in our experiment), we begin to feed the bright mode numbers again and start a new cycle. TDC is measured as the time in bright mode divided by the period of one bright-normal thermal cycle. During the first few bright-normal cycles the processor is warming up and the length of the cycle varies, so we run the simulation through enough TDC cycles for the period to become stable.

### 4.2 Results and Analysis

Figure 4 shows the TDC estimate for the Nehalem-like processor. In our experiment, one of the four cores can operate in bright mode if temperature permits, while other three cores are always running at the normal frequency. Thermal coupling issues between cores are not included in this preliminary analysis. Our preliminary results are encouraging - they indicate that for about 7.5% of the time one core can be continuously operated in bright mode at 1.25V. Even at 1.5V bright mode \(V_{dd}\), the estimated TDC is still about 4.3%.

We measure TDCs with different bright mode frequencies \(F_{\text{high}}\), and the result is shown in Figure 5. This figure also shows the product of TDC and \(F_{\text{high}}\), reflecting the relative number of instructions that can be executed in bright mode during a fixed time period. When \(F_{\text{high}} = 5\text{GHz}\) and \(V_{dd} = 1.25\text{V}\), the processor is able to spend half of the time in bright mode, while a higher \(F_{\text{high}}\) will decrease TDC to about 0.1. It is also noticeable that the decrease in TDC is much slower when \(F_{\text{high}} > 10\text{GHz}\), and the product of TDC and \(F_{\text{high}}\) tends to be a constant in high-frequency region. Different applications can request different \(F_{\text{high}}\) based on their characteristics to achieve optimal performance. For example, a program with a relatively long critical section can choose a lower \(F_{\text{high}}\) during its critical section such that the entire section can be executed in bright mode. The choice of \(F_{\text{high}}\) adds a new dimension for performance optimization.

### 4.3 Device-level Feasibility Analysis

When considering bright mode operation at 15 GHz, the peak currents can potentially initiate a positive feedback loop between temperature and power consumption that leads to thermal runaway, or exceeds power supply or electromigration limits. Fortunately, thermal runaway can be eliminated as long as the processor power consumption can be drastically reduced (e.g., by entering idle mode) before a critical temperature is sustained for long periods. This critical temperature is 140-175 °C at maximum dynamic power \(P\) for subthreshold leakage consistent with 22 nm FinFET technology [1]. As long as this temperature is exceeded only briefly, immediately idling the processor will prevent catastrophic failure from occurring.

Aggressive pipelining and voltage scaling will likely be needed to implement 15 GHz bright mode operation. A single FO4 22 nm inverter delay can be estimated as 4.7 ps, neglecting interconnect capacitance. For an Ivy Bridge core running at 4 GHz and 1.26 V, dissipating 101 W and drawing 80 A, a clock period corresponds to 54 FO4 delays. Bright mode operation at 15 GHz can be achieved by reducing each pipe stage to 15 FO4 delays and raising \(V_{DD}\) to 1.5 V, assuming \(\alpha\)-law MOSFET drain current scaling with \(\alpha = 1.2\) [17]. Such a processor would consume 4.1× the present TDP (553 W and 130 W, respectively) and draw 3.8× the present max current (356 A and 95 A, respectively). This may necessitate approximately 3000 package balls, a 1.5× increase over present LGA 2011 socket-compatible packages [3].

High currents imply high current densities on-chip, potentially leading to interconnect failures induced by electromigration. At 1.26 V, the current density for a single via is approximately 11.8 MA/cm\(^2\), below the critical current density of 14 MA/cm\(^2\) at which the probability of failures due to electromigration are considered negligible [13]. At 1.5 V (for 15 GHz operation), the current density becomes 15.1 MA/cm\(^2\), just exceeding the critical current density and yielding a small increase in failures. Quantifying the magnitude of this increase is part of our future work.

### 5 Related Work

As described in the introduction burst-mode processing can be viewed as generalizing Turbo Boosting [11] by decoupling it from TDP and exposing the capability to the programmer. Computational sprinting [15] is based on the insight that many mobile applications do not demand sustained performance but instead perform short bursts of computation in response to sporadic user activity. To improve responsiveness for such applications, cores that are otherwise powered down (to stay within the TDP limit) are activated.

---

\(^2\)http://blog.stuffedcow.net/2012/10/intel32nm-22nm-core-i5-comparison/

### Table 1: Simulation Setup - Nehalem x86-64 based core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor Type</th>
<th>Normal Mode</th>
<th>Bright Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology Node</td>
<td>Intel Nehalem (x86-64)</td>
<td>ITTRS 16nm DG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Frequency</td>
<td>2.66 GHz</td>
<td>15.00 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core Voltage</td>
<td>1.00 V</td>
<td>1.25/1.5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROB entries</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTB</td>
<td>18.5KB 2-way set associative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Inst. Cache</td>
<td>8KB directly mapped</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Data Cache</td>
<td>16KB 2-way set associative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Cache</td>
<td>256KB 8-way set associative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 Cache</td>
<td>8MB 16-way set associative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

During our simulations, the Floating-Point Register Alias Table (FP-RAT) is the hottest functional unit and has the maximum power density. Since we are using peak power numbers, McPAT assumes all functional units are working at full rate (although it is very unlikely in reality). When \(F_{\text{high}} = 15\text{GHz}\) and \(V_{dd} = 1.25\text{V}\), the power density of FP-RAT given by McPAT is 1.82 × 10\(^\text{6}\)W/m\(^2\). We used CACTI (included in McPAT) models to estimate the worst case power density of a single CMOS gate given a typical gate width under the same condition with a activity factor of 1, and the power density ranges from 2.0 × 10\(^\text{6}\)W/m\(^2\), very close to the peak power number of FP-RAT. These numbers indicate that our simulations do reflect the worst-case scenario.
for short periods of intense parallel computation, exceeding the thermal power budget temporarily. The key difference between the computational sprinting work and BCMP is that they are trying to run the processors at significantly higher clock frequency for very short periods of time. Our motivation is to improve the performance of parallel and pipelined programs by operating the cores in burst-mode to power through serial bottlenecks (such as during synchronization, pipeline imbalances, etc.), as opposed to improving silicon utilization or addressing the dark silicon problem. Given the significantly higher frequencies used in our approach, we have to address reliability issues due to thermal cycling and exploit 2.5D packaging which computational sprinting does not have to.
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